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Part 1: Storytelling Worksheet 
 
Tell your own story by analyzing the data in the spreadsheet titled “Data Example_Avengers” 
uploaded to the prompt of Assignment #2. Before including this worksheet as part of your 
submission, you should make sure that you fill out all of the sections below as you refer to the 
instructions in Chapters 2 of the primary LinkedIn Learning video: 
 
1) Based on your own analysis of the data about the Avengers, what is the story you want to tell? 
In under 150 words, what is the elevator pitch of you story?  
 

Based on extensive data and analysis regarding the Avengers, I have carefully crafted a 
captivating story that delves deep into the rich history of a remarkable ensemble comprising 175 
diverse Avenger characters. These iconic individuals have left an indelible mark on both the 
superhero genre and popular culture. Each Avenger character in this vast assemblage has made 
their presence felt, gracing the screens with their remarkable abilities and unique personalities. 
They have collectively accumulated an astounding range of appearances, ranging from a 
minimum of 10 appearances to an astonishing 3000, reflecting their enduring popularity among 
audiences worldwide. While most of these extraordinary individuals are still actively participating 
in the Avengers' ongoing adventures, a select few have chosen to step away from their heroic 
duties, either to pursue other endeavors or to pass the mantle on to a new generation of 
Avengers. Diversity and representation have always been paramount within the Avengers' ranks, 
and this extensive roster of characters proudly reflects that commitment. Half of these 
remarkable heroes are female, demonstrating a significant stride towards gender parity in the 
superhero genre. The remaining half comprises equally compelling male characters, making the 
Avengers a true embodiment of inclusion and equal opportunity. The Avenger characters 
showcased in this comprehensive story have dedicated their lives to the pursuit of justice, with 
their commitment extending far beyond mere years. They boast an impressive collective tenure 
in the entertainment industry, surpassing the remarkable milestone of 50 years for everyone. 
This longevity speaks to their enduring popularity and the profound impact they have had on the 
lives of countless fans across generations. However, the path of a superhero is rarely without its 
share of sacrifice and dramatic twists. Many of these beloved characters have experienced the 
fleeting grip of mortality, only to be resurrected in awe-inspiring fashion within the diverse array 
of Avengers films. These extraordinary tales of death and rebirth have become integral elements 
of the Avengers' overarching narrative, adding depth, emotion, and a sense of unpredictability to 
the ever-expanding universe they inhabit. 
 
 
2) Provide the outline of your story [Outline includes: 1. What comes first? 2. What’s in the piece 
of the story (the main message/content/the KWYs)? 3. What happens next?], either in typed 
texts or in the format of digitally or hand-drawn story boards (with multiple frames) as 
demonstrated in the video. 
 



1) Introduction: 
a. Set the stage by introducing the Avengers as a team of superheroes dedicated to 

protecting the world. 
b. Mention the 175 Avenger characters that will be explored in the story. 

2) The History of the Avengers: 
a. Highlight the longevity of the Avenger characters, with each hero having more 

than 50 years of industry experience. 
b. Emphasize the collective impact they have had on the superhero genre and 

popular culture. 
3) Diverse Cast of Characters: 

a. Discuss the gender balance within the Avengers, with half of the characters being 
female and the other half male. 

b. Celebrate the inclusivity and equal representation displayed by the Avengers. 
4) The Journey of the Avengers: 

a. Explore the characters' experiences and the growth they have undergone 
throughout their heroic journeys. 

b. Touch upon their personal sacrifices, triumphs, and moments of redemption. 
5) Resilience and Rebirth: 

a. Highlight the instances where many Avenger characters have faced death but 
have been brought back to life in different films. 

b. Illustrate the impact of these dramatic twists on the overall narrative and 
emotional depth of the Avengers' story. 

6) The Ever-Evolving Avengers: 
a. Showcase the Avengers' ongoing adventures and their continuous relevance in 

the ever-expanding universe. 
b. Hint at the introduction of new heroes and the development of existing 

characters in future narratives. 
7) Legacy and Inspiration: 

a. Conclude by emphasizing the profound impact the Avengers have had on millions 
of fans across generations. 

b. Highlight the enduring legacy of the Avengers and their ability to inspire and 
captivate audiences worldwide. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3) Explain and list the data points you will use/focus on from the spreadsheet (“Data 
Example_Avengers”) to tell your story about the Avengers and provide a rationale behind your 
decisions. 
 
 
To tell the story about the Avengers based on the provided spreadsheet "Data 
Example_Avengers," I focused on the following data points:  
 

• Number of Appearances:  This data point helps highlight the characters' popularity and 
the impact they have had on the Avengers' overall narrative. 

• Current Status: This data point allows for exploration of the dynamic nature of the team, 
with some characters passing the mantle to new Avengers while others continue their 
heroic journey. 

• Gender: This data point emphasizes the importance of representation and diversity 
within the Avengers' ranks. 

• Years in the Industry: This data point showcases the characters' enduring presence and 
their contributions to the superhero genre over a significant period. 

• Deaths and Resurrections: This data point adds dramatic elements to the story and 
highlights the enduring legacy of these characters despite the challenges they face. 

By focusing on these specific data points, I created a comprehensive and engaging narrative 
about the Avengers. 


